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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two years the research work at the TRIGA Mark II reactor 
in Mainz has mainly been concentrated on the investigation of isotopes 
with a large neutron excess produced by thermal neutron-induced fission 

235 239 249 of heavy elements, e.g., of U, Pu or Cf. The kind of information 
that can be obtained from the study of such nuclei far from the region 
of g-stability is an extension of the detailed measurements that have been 
made on longer lived species: half-lives, Q-values, decay schemes, ft-
values, production-rates etc. Furthermore new phenomena may be observed 
that have not been found, in the more stable isotopes. Whether it is 
possible to investigate the properties of short-lived, neutron-rich 
fission products is yery much dependent on the availability of procedures 
allowing the fast isolation of individual elements or masses from complex 
fission product mixtures. 

Among various techniques rapid chemical separations in combination with 
high-resolution radiation spectroscopy are a useful tool in the study of 
short-lived nuclides. Another approach to this problem is the use of an 
on-line mass separator. 

In the following, some fast chemical methods will be described which 
are representative of the progress in this field during the last years 
and their use will be illustrated by a few examples. A description of an 
on-line mass separator for alkalies and the experimental set-up for g-
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radiation detected optical pumping to measure nuclear spins of mass-
separated alkali nuclides will be presented. 

2. DISCONTINUOUS SEPARATION PROCEDURES 

An important aspect which must be considered in developing chemical 
separation procedures is continuous or discontinuous performance. As long 
as a relatively small number of experiments gives the desired information, 
discontinuous procedures are appropriate. When too many runs have to be 
summed up, a continuous system is superior. 

Most of the discontinuous separations are performed from aqueous 
solutions and are based on the transfer of the desired or the interfering 
elements into a second phase which can be solid, liquid or gaseous. The 
accomplishment of such methods on a short time scale depends on the 
kinetics of the chemical reactions involved, on techniques for fast phase 
separations and on automatical operations. 

2.1. Rapid separation method for technetium 

The selective isolation of an element requires normally the combination 
of several separation steps. This may be illustrated by a rapid separation 

249 procedure for technetium from fission products of Cf by solvent 
extraction with tetraphenylarsonium chloride^ '. Figure 1 shows the 
apparatus and the time schedule of this automatically operated procedure. 

249 The target, 10 yg of Cf electroplated on a cylindrical target holder 
2 and covered with a thin aluminum layer (10 yg/cm ), is fixed at the end 

of a rabbit system installed in one of the beam holes of the TRIGA Mainz 
reactor. During the irradiation with a neutron pulse the recoiling 
fission fragments are stopped in a catcher material of NH^NOg. After the 
end of irradiation the catcher is projected pneumatically into the' 
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Figure 1: Apparatus and time schedule for the rapid separation of tech-
249 netium from fission products of Cf. At the right-hand side 

the mean time of each separation step is indicated 

separation apparatus where it is dissolved in 0.1 N nitric acid containing 
S0 ? for the reduction of the halogens and tartaric acid for thecomplexation 
of antimony and niobium. The halogens and silver are removed from the 
solution by exchange one two preformed silver chloride layers. The filtra
te is sucked through a layer of quasi-solid material, prepared by adsor
bing a solution of tetraphenylarsonium chloride in chloroform on a fine 
grained powder (Voltalef 300 LD-PL micro). The technetium is extracted in 
the form of the pertechnetate ion. After washing with 0.1 N nitric acid 
plus tartaric acid the sample is transported pneumatically to the detector 
position. Counting is started 2.5 sec after the end of irradiation. 
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In the v-ray spectra of the technetium fraction, the y-lines of neutron-
rich technetium isotopes, identified in previous studiesv ', as well as 
some new y-ray peaks which can be assigned to heavier technetium isotopes 
and their daughter products could be observed. A peak at 240.8 keV energy 
resulting from 2 +-*-0 + transition in 1 1 C W ^ has been found located close 
to the strongest peak of 5.0 sec Tc at 242.4 keV as it is shown in the 
inset of Figure 2a. The decay curve of this doublet shows two components 

20 40 60 80 
-»• Time after start ot counting [sec] 

Figure 2: (a) Section of the y-ray spectrum (inset) and decay 
curve of the doublet at 240-242 keV y-ray energy in 
technetium samples, (b) Growth-and-decay curve of the 

10Q 206 keV y-ray peak of foj in technetium samples 

with 5.0+0.5 and 1.0+0.2 sec half-lives. The former half-life belo 
105 ngs (2) 

to the well known Tc whereas the 1.0 sec component is assigned to the 
decay of Tc. Since no y-rays could be attributed unambiguously to the 

10Q 
decay of Tc the half-life was determined from the growth-and-decay 
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(A) 1QQ 
curves of its known daughter product^ ', 34.5 sec Ru (Figure 2b).From 
the growth and decay of the strongest y-line at 206 keV a half-life of 

109 1.4+0.4 sec for the parent Tc is deduced. 

2.2. Application of some discontinuous separation procedures 

Discontinuous separation procedures for a number of elements were 
developed and applied to short-lived isotopes by the Mainz group. This 
will be demonstrated by at least one example. 

The separation methods for zirconium and niobium based on the solvent 
extraction with tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP)' ' and the sorption on glass 
from strong nitric acid' ', respectively, enabled the determination of the 
fractional independent and fractional cumulative fission yields of the 
members in the mass chain A=99 by thermal neutron-induced fission of 

u' '; The half-lives result from the growth-and-decay curves in the 
single fractions separated after different delay times and the fractional 
independent and cumulative yields follow from the values at zero delay 
time taking into account the chemical yields. The experimental values are 
compiled in Figure 3. 

A Gaussian charge dispersion curve with a width parameter a=0.60+^0.09 
fits to the measured yields and gives a Z -value of 39.79+0.04 or a 
deviation from unchanged charge density of 0.60+0.04. The yield-values 

99 indicate that the high-spin isomer of Nb is produced exclusively 
99 (within the error limits) by the 3 -decay of Zr whereas in the fission 

process only the low-spin isomer is populated which is yery surprising 
because from other measurements^ ' it is known that the high-spin isomers 
are favoured in the direct formation from fission. 
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Figure 3: Fractional independent (Y f.) and fractional cumulative 
235 (Y* c) fission yields in the mass chain 99 from u( nth f ) 

and half-lives of the chain members. 

3. CONTINUOUS SEPARATION PROCEDURES 

The main line of development in the field of rapid separations is 
concentrated now on continuous procedures delivering a steady source of 
short-lived activity. In an on-line operation the target is permanently 
exposed to the beam and the reaction products pass continuously through 
the sequence: transportation, separation and measurement. For the trans
port of reaction products either volatile species formed in the reactions 
between nuclei recoiling out of thin targets and reactive gases^ ' ' or 
the gas-jet systenr ' with the thermalization of the recoil atoms in a 
non-reactive gas and their attachement to large clusters with subsequent 
transportation through a capillary can be utilized. 

The gas jet recoil transport method has found wide application for 
rapid and efficient transportation of reaction products from the produc
tion site to a low background area. In accelerator experiments, the large 
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clusters which are necessary to carry the radioactivity long distances 
through narrow capillaries, are produced by the interaction of low-
molecular weight impurities in the gas, mostly helium, with the intense 
ionizing radiation of the beam. A high-yield gas jet transport system for 
fission products with the absence of a strong ionizing atmosphere can be 
achieved by adding liquids to the transport gas or by employing gases at 
temperatures around the critical value. Here the aerosols are formed while 
the gases expand in the throttle valves of the supply bottle. 

It was found in our institute that mixtures of ethylene with nitrogen 
or pure ethane are yery appropriate for an efficient jet system for fission 
products even if the outlet of the capillary is kept at atmospheric pressure 
which is very important for its conjunction with chemical separations. 

3.1. Combination of a gas-jet with the solvent extraction system SISAK 

Continuous separation procedures from aqueous solutions have recently 
been accomplished by combining an on-line operating solvent extraction 
system consisting of several H-centrifuges - the so -called SISAK system*- ' 
with a gas jet transportation technique' '. This is outlined in Figure 4 
for the isolation of trivalent lanthanides from fission products. 

235 The fission product source, consisting of 450 yg U, is placed in a 3 recoil chamber of about 12 cm in volume which is located in one of the 
beam holes of the TRIGA-reactor. The recoiling fission fragments are 
thermalized in a 1:1.4 mixture of ethylene and nitrogen and are transpor
ted through a 7 m long capillary to the chemistry apparatus. The gas 
mixture carrying the fission products enters a static mixer where it is 
mixed with nitric acid of pH 1.4 heated up to about 90°C to take advantage 
of the enhanced dissolution of the fission products from the clusters at 
higher temperatures. The gas-liquid mixture is then fed into a degassing 
unit to remove noble gases together with the C^H^-Np carrier gas. In a 
second mixer the aqueous solution is contacted with a solution of HDEHP 
in Shellsol T. The trivalent lanthanides as well as other elements like 
zirconium, niobium, molybdenum etc. are extracted into the organic phase. 
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Figure 4: Experimental set-up for the continuous separation of 
trivalent lanthanides from fission products by connecting 
a gas jet recoil technique with the fast chemical on-line 
system SISAK 

The phases are then separated in the first H-centrifuge C 1. By contacting 
the organic phase with an oxidizing solution La, Pr and other trivalent 
lanthanides are stripped from the organic phase whereas Ce as Ce(IV) 
together with the other elements remain in the HDEHP-solution. After phase 
separation in C 2, the aqueous phase is pumped to the detector cell and 
the measurements are carried out directly on the liquid phase. The delay 
time between production and measurement is estimated to amount to about 
10 sec caused by a hold-up time of 3 sec in each centrifuge. 

A y-ray spectrum of the trivalent lanthanide fraction is shown in 
Figure 5. This spectrum was measured on-line during 25 min. Most of the 
y-rays can be attributed to neutron-rich lanthanum and praseodymium 
nuclides and their daughter products. Simultaneously with the y-r&y 
singles Y'ycoincidencemeasurements were performed on the neutron-rich 
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144 145 146 nuclides La, La and La. On the basis of y-ray energies and 
coincidence relationships partial decay schemes of these nuclides could 

M3 ^ be deducedv ; The shortest-lived nuclide identified with the arrangement 
150r described above is 6.2 sec Pr. For studies on even shorter-lived 

activities the H-centrifuges were improved by reducing the volume of them 
by one order of magnitude compared to the older ones. The first test 
experiments with this new system - SISAK II - have shown that nuclides 
with half-lives down to ~1 sec can be observed. 
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Figure 5: y-rzy spectrum of neutron-rich lanthanum and praseodymium 
nuclides and their daughter products from thermal neutron-
induced fission of 235 U 
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3.2. Combination of a gas-jet with a thermochromatographic technique 

Another approach for a continuous separation procedure consists in a 
combination of the gas jet transport method with a thermochromatographic 
technique. The boiling and sublimation points for the bromides of the 
fission products indicate that the bromides might be suitable for a 
separation of short-lived nuclides by depositing them in a thermochromato
graphic column. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus used 
for such on-line experiments (14) 
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TS~°H-T--1-I 
Element distribution 
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the apparatus for continuous 
separation of the fission product bromides with a 
gas-jet as transport method for the reaction products 

235 The fission products of U are fed through a 7 m capillary into a 
reaction chamber in which the gas-jet (ehtylene-nitrogen mixture or pure 
ethane) is mixed with nitrogen gas loaded with bromine by bubbling through 
liquid bromine. For an efficient bromination the reaction chamber is heated 
to 400°C. To prolong the contact time of the clusters with the reactive gas 
a glass frit (D 2) is put between reaction chamber and chromatographic 
column. The volatile bromides are swept by the gas through a 5 mm (i.d.) 
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open tubular column. A temperature gradient is established over the 
chromatographic column (shown in lower part of Figure 6) through heating 
with hot air. At the exit of the column the gas passes through a charcoal 
trap at room temperature and then through another trap, held at the 
temperature of liquid nitrogen. 

The distribution of the various fission products along the column and 
the traps is shown in the lower part of Figure 6. The bromides of the 
alkali, alkaline earth and the lanthanide elements as well as those of 
yttrium, palladium and silver are non-volatile under the described 
conditions and remain in the reaction chamber. Ruthenium and rhodium are 
moderately volatile whereas tellurium and molybdenum are deposited in the 
colder part of the column. Antimony, tin, technetium and selenium go partly 
to the cold end of the column and are also found in the charcoal trap 
together with arsenic, bromine and iodine. The noble gases are collected 
in the last trap. An underlying background of non-volatile fission products 
is also observed in the column caused by clusters which were not destroyed 
and have passed the glass frit. The contaminations disappear by heating 
the reaction chamber to 700°C. The resolution of the deposition zones which 
are rather broad with some overlap between adjacent elements can be 
improved by filling the column with glass beads. The delay-time between 
production and deposition of short-lived nuclides was found to amount to 
3-4 sec. 

Among other things this set-up was used for investigations on neutron-
135 rich antimony isotopes. A delayed neutron spectrum of 1.7 sec Sb 

3 
measured on-line with He-spectrometers at the cold end of the column is 
shown in Figure 7. 

The most interesting feature in this spectrum is the pronounced peak 
structure at 1032, 1194 and 1440 keV energy and the absence of appreciable 
neutron intensities above 2 MeV even though much larger ranges are 
possible. The occurence of such a peak structure indicates the selective 
feeding of a few individual levels out of many levels available in the 
6-decay preceeding the neutron emission^ '. In former experiments with 
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Figure 7: Delayed-neutron spectrum following the decay of 1.7-sec 
corrected for detection efficiency 

135 Sb, 

a discontinuous separation procedure 210 runs had to be summed up to get 
an acceptable quality of this spectrum' ' with a duration of 4 weaks. 
With the on-line method reasonable counting statistic of the delayed-
neutron spectrum can be obtained within a few days. Another advantage of 
the continuous method is the performance of the measurements in a shielded 
position far from the production site reducing the background to an 
appreciable amount since the fission products can be transported with the 
gas-jet over long distances without a remarkable loss of yield. 
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4. ON-LINE MASS SEPARATION AND OPTICAL PUMPING 

A mass separator, set up on line with a target-ion source that release 
only one element is ideally suited for all kinds of systematic spectroscopic 
work on nuclides far off the stability. The combination of such a facility 
with an optical pumping apparatus allows the determination of spins and 
magnetic moments. In order to measure these properties of neutron-rich 
alkali nuclides a mass separator with a fission target of the Klapisch-
Bernas type' ' was set up at the TRI6A Mainz reactor and coupled to a g-
radiation detected optical pumping apparatus (g-RADOP-apparatus). 

4.1. The on-line mass separator for fission-alkalies 

The main parts of the mass separator^ ' are the integrated target-ion 
source system and the magnet. A schematical set-up of the separator is 
shown in Figure 8. The target is placed in one of the beam holes close to 

Figure 8: Schematic set-up of the on-line mass separator for alkalies 

the reactor core where a neutron flux of ~10 n/cm -sec is available at 
100 kW power. The target consists of a stack of thin uranium-235 layers 
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deposited on thin graphite slabs. These slabs are heated to about 1600 C 
in a tungsten oven. The fission products recoiling out of the uranium-
layers are stopped in the graphite. Alkali elements diffuse rapidly out 
of the graphite, evaporate and are selectively ionized at the surface of 
the tungsten oven. After a 55° deflection on an ion mirror the ions pass 
the magnet and can either be detected by ion counting behind the slit or 
be collected on a foil in the resonance vessel of the RADOP-apparatus. A 
second beam line allows spectroscopic measurements with g- or y-detectors. 

The pulse mode of the TRIGA reactor enabled the investigation of the 
time profile for the release of the activity from the target-ion source; 
the delay time in the separator is about one msec and can be neglected. 

91 Figure 9 shows the time dependance of the Rb release at a power of 
558 Watt for the resistance heating of the oven corresponding to a 
temperature of ~1600°C. As can be seen, 50 % of the activity are released 
within 250 msec. 
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u 91 Figure 9: Time dependence of the release of Rb from the integrated 
target-ion source system of the mass separator 
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4.2. RADOP-apparatus 

The optical pumping technique consists in a polarization of free atoms 
by absorption of a circularly polarized optical resonance line. Optical 
pumping (OP) of short-lived isotopes can be monitored via the asymmetry of 
the e-radiation (g-RADOP) emitted in their decay where optical pumping 
may take place either by direct OP via a resonance line of the radioactive 
isotope or by spin exchange with optically pumped stable isotopes. The 
first on-line application of B-RADOP concerned short-lived alkali-nuclides 
' '. Figure 10 shows the principle of the RADOP apparatus which has been 
installed on our reactor for measurements on neutron-rich alkali isotopes. 

Helmholtz coils I iron 761 

Quadrupole triplet 

Vacuum valves 

3 Circular polarizer 
=> D, -filter 

Light source 

Figure 10: Experimental set-up for optical pumping (RADOP-apparatus) 

The D 1 resonance line from an electrodeless micro wave discharge Rb lamp, 
selected by a multilayer interference filter and circularly polarized by a 
linear polarizer and quarter-wave plate is focussed on the resonance vessel. 
In order to switch quickly between a and a~ irradiation, for the elimina
tion of any instrumental asymmetry, two circular polarizers are mounted on 
a pneumatically driven carriage. A static magnetic field is maintained by 
the Helmholtz coils. The g-asymmetry is. measured by the scintillation 
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counter telescopes at 6=0 and 180 . The mass separated ions are collected 
on a foil mounted right in the resonance vessel and heated out after 
collecting for about a half-life and filling the vessel with 400 Torr He. 
During the diffusion time of the free atoms to the wall one can observe 
the RADOP signal and perform a spin measurement. The disappearance of the 
3-asymmetry at a certain rf-power enables the determination of the 
transition frequency from which the nuclear spin can be extracted. After 
the end of measurement the resonance vessel is pumped down again to high 
vacuum by a turbomolecular pump. 

To conclude, one can say that rapid chemical separations combined with 
high resolution radiation spectroscopy as well as the optical pumping 
method in conjunction with an on-line mass separator provide a powerful 
tool for studying the nuclear properties of nuclides far from p-stability. 
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